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Introduction

Change is the norm for today's American family. With new options
for adoption, increasing numbers of children born out of wedlock, and
a dramatically higher incidence of divorce, the composition of families
is changing. Divorce is often the initiating event in this ongoing process
of change. When a marriage dissolves, the family is headed by a single
parent, but often there is a remarriage of one or both parents.

The population of children involved in family change has more than
doubled in the past 25 years. Today, several million children live with a

divorced parent. It is estimated that one-third of children born in the
1980s will live in a single-parent family for a period of time before
reaching the age of 18. The stereotypical American family, composed of

a mother and father and two children residing together, is fast being
displaced by single-parent households, usually headed by a female.

Some are alarmed that the American family is breaking apart; others
take a more realistic view toward new family patterns where success is
measured by the relationships of family members and by how they man-
age the events in their lives, not whether they are made up of a mother,
father, and two children.

The issues raised by family change are being examined by educators,
clergy, and other professionals. More support groups for adults are be-
ing formed, child support legislation is being enacted, and public
awareness is growing. Media coverage of family change on television
arid in movies, books, and magazines is extensive. However, divorce,
single parenting, and step-parenting tend to be treated as separate events
rather than ts stages in a complex and ongoing process experienced by

most children and their families. Furthermore, suggestions for recozniz-
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ing children's adjustments to these changes and what to do about them
are missing.

Ideally, developing positive attitudes in children about family change
should be the responsibility of their parents. However, most parents do
not want to think about the adjustments this kind of change might
bring. They find the issues difficult to discuss and often minimize the
effects of family change on their children. Even those who want to offer
support to a child experiencing family change especially teachers
do not know what to do.

Educators need to understand better the continuing adjustments
children face as they experience the process of family change. With
greater awareness and sensitivity, teachers who work closely with these
children can provide needed support.

The purpose of this fastback is to review the process of family change
as it relates to the teacher's and school's role in helping children to cope
with the adjustments family change imposes. As educators understand
the components of this process, they will become more adept at recog-
nising the behavioral indicators of a child's adjustment to family
change. Finally, guidelines are suggested for the sensitive guidance role
educators can perform to support children coping with family changes.

8



Single-Parent Families

While you're coping, making $800 a month before taxes and
spending $120 of it for child care and 3300 on rent, there's not a
whole lot left. It's a hand-to-mouth existence.

A recently divorced mother

Awide variety of single-parent families exist. Those headed by
females, either divorced or unmarried, are most prevalent; but some
homes are headed by a father. The ending of a two-parent family and
beginning of a single-parent family is a major alteration in the pattern
and meaning of a child's life. The absence of one parent may be a major
contributing factor to such problems as low achievement, personal
maladjustment, and delinquency.

One of the major adjustments for single-parent families is living
within the constraints of a severely reduced income as much as 700o

less in some cases. Often child support payments are not enough to meet
financial obligations, thus requiring a single parent to work. A parent
%%ho has worked all day comes home tired. And the more children there
are at home, the greater are the emotional resources required of the
parent. Single parents have no substitutes. Many times they are torn be-
tween their many roles as parent, career person, self, homeowner, and
community citizen, not to mention lover.

Successful single parents learn to adjust to the changes in the family
at their own pace and in t heir own way. As single parents come to accept
the loss of t he former spouse, they begin to broaden their base of friend-
ship and seek out relationships with others. A problem facing many

9



single parents is finding time for the relationship and finding someone
with whom they have something in common.

I 0.e-in lovers in a tinnily often lead to problems for children.
Children are aware that society does not sanction such living ar-
rangements. Children ol,er the age of eight sense that it isn't right and
often express the wish that their parent will marry the lover. Teenagers,
once they acknowledge that their parents are sexual beings, are more ac-
cepting of the situation. Often, however, intense feelings of rivalry
arise, especially if the lover also has children in his or her custody.

For many children, seeing their parents in roles of romantic love and
courtship incites feelings of jealousy. One 14-year-old boy streaked
stark naked through the ing room when a male friend of his mother's
was visiting, because he didn't want her to go out with him. Another
teenage son waited up for his mother and gave her a stern lecture about
coming home on time from a date.

Children need guidance in assessing new situations that arise in a
changing family. When time to choose whether or not to move in with
his dad was approaching, a 13-year-old boy told his mother that his dad
must he trying to brainwash him. His father was becoming more gen-
erous, offering him new downhill skis and boots, as well as a new
bedroom set. Parents, for their own sake and the sake of their children,
must he careful not to let their children manipulate them with the ploy
01 Cason and gifts from the former spouse.

Financial and practical needs might also place new responsibilities on
children in single-parent families. Children might have to take on
household tasks such as making their own lunch. helping to clean the
house, or assisting with younger siblings. Some older children may need
10 ger hzit, sitting jobs, maintain yards, Or get paper routes in order to
pay for their own clothing and school activities.

Whine% cr choices are made, for the single-parent family to run
smoothly, ..!ach child will flase to assume additional responsibilities to
balance out the tomtits work load. This is especially true when a mother
returns to work or when the father assumes custody.

10



Separation and Divorce

My choke to get the divorce came before my choice to go back
to school. I left a large house in a small Wyoming town, went
back to school, and lived in married student housing with my four
children for two years. When I look back on it now, I don't know
how I did it; but at the time it was what had to be done. and it was
what I could afford to do.

Mother of four preschool children

Separation-divorce is a process with many stages. When a couple's
emotional relationship starts to deteriorate, the divorce process begins,
When parents start living in different residences, reasons for the separa-
tion are fixed and legal blame is determined. The property is divided and
financial arrangements are made, including financial support for the
children. Also, legal decisions are made about custody and visitation.
The community, it' it did not already know, now becomes aware of the
divorce. Customary friendships and social patterns no longer operate in
the same way as they did when the family was intact. The adults in the
family begin the process of becoming single, forming new living pat-
terns. new values, and new relationships. Children usually find this a
time of confusion and disruption. Often there is decreased guidance and
little nurturing.

Families experience change in a variety of ways. For some, the im-
pact is sudden and drastic. In the space of several weeks parents can
separate and move, and children find themselves with one parent in a

11
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different house, attending a new school. For most families the shift is
more gradual. (here may he several separations and reconciliations
before the final separation occurs. Or the children may remain in their
homes with the custodial parent and attend the same school. Whatever
the history, a child usually has no choice about family change. While
one or both parents may view the divorce and the resulting changes as
positn.e, their children may view the same events negatively.

Because of the emotional demands divorce imposes, many parents
are less aware of signs of pain and stre..s exhibited by their children. It is

not unusual for them to he insensitive to the emotional needs of their
children. As a form of compensation, a parent will make fewer demands
on children. They are also less likely to solicit children's opinions or to
explain to them what is happening. This can be an especially difficult
period for cHldren since they are experiencing so many new and dif-
ferent pattms resulting from mothers going to work and fathers being
absent from the home or vice versa.

While all children of disorce experience these changes, how they re-
act depends on their temperament, past experiences, parental guidance,
and i.ge. Adolescents are more able to find relief from their situation
outside the home than are younger children. Boys are inclined to be
more sensitise to !ann change and to react more strongly, although the
reasons for this are uncts.ar. Besides personal and emotional considera-
units, the child's life is further changed by economics, by changes in
family functions, and by changes in the interaction patterns with those
mdis 'duals and institution\ that form the social network for the family.

Many children are distressed by marital dissolution because they feel
loss of the nurturing and protection the family provided them before

the disorce. Often they hase no idea a disorce is impending. Although
they are not responsible for the disorce and the resulting changes that
occur in the family, children frequently will experience feelings of guilt
user the loss of the original family. It is common for children to go
through the stages of the grief process denial, anger, bargaining, and
depression before accepting the reality of divorce.

Tor many children, the school represents the only consistent source
of suppoi t during. the disorce process. The daily school routine provides
needed structure. It teachers recognise the dynamics of the single-parent

Iv
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family and provide understanding and support during the separation
and divorce process, 'hen children experiencing family change will find
it much easier to adjust to the disruption in their lives.

Absence of the Father

The major frustration I have being the single parent and hav-
ing Jour hudren i.s being so divided and always feeling like I'm a

Piece 0.1 and ther- has to be this piece for this child, this
piece to get the dishes done, am' this piece for work, and this
piece to do the laundry, and, you know, a big half for Mommy
and a big half Jar teacher - sometimes the piece that gets left
over for me i.s a very tiny single sliver. Yes, I have felt guilty when
the house is a mess, about not doing enough for my teaching, and
I've resented being cut up into pieces and so I'll end up resent-

ing all o/ them there's not any time. /Ur me. I could use u "wife";
I could use someone who takes care of all these things.

A teacher and mother of four young children

When a mother becomes the sole head of the household, time
becomes a previous commodity. Because of this, children assume more
responsibility and take a more prominent role in family decision mak-
ing. Sometimes when children are given greater independence, they do

get into trouble; and people are prone to put the blame on the father-
absent home.

Divorced fathers and mothers react differently toward their children.
Mothers tend to he more restrictive and use more negative sanctions
with their children. 1 he often feel their children do not appreciate what
has been done for t hem. 1 hese behaviors are especially prevalw du. 4
the tirst year ali divorce, but gradually they yield to more posi: tp
roaches to discipline problems. Mother-child relationships impr

I he vost majority of single-parent families in the U.S. are headeu ay
women. Mans, es-it:crally those under 30, do remarry; so the father
absent home is a temporary situation. For those who are over 30,
however, a greater number will remain single.

Women who are educated and have a career with sonic social status
report more successful relationships with their children than do those in
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lower socioeconomic circumstances. Those moeiers who depend on wel-
fare and have minimal job skills report feeling controlled by the welfare
agencies and being scapegoats for their children.

Absence of the Mother
When he was separated from his mother, it was a shock to me,

it was a shock to him. I never really talked to him about it. Even
though he was only 22 months old, there should have been some-
thing said. At first it was very difficult dealing with a lot of stereo-
toes about what is a parent and what is a father and a mother
. . . you have to he more mother-like as a single-parent father
than .vou might normally expect to be.

A single-parent father

In recent years fathers have been taking a more active role in child
rearing. This is due, in part, to the growing awareness of the value of the
father's parental influence and also to the increasing number of mothers
of young children entering the work force. Although tl.e percentage is
small, the courts are allowing more fathers to gain custody of their
children when divorce occurs.

When the mother leaves the home, children sometimes see this as a
rejection of them because mother must not love them if she left. It is
harder for a child to accept the loss of a mother's love because society
tells us that if our mother doesn't love us, then we must be unlovable.
Because of these feelings, there can be special problems in a motherless
home, es en if the father does provide lots of nuturing.

More men are raising their children alone today. Custodial fathers
report that neighbors and co-workers are supportive of them and en-
press admiration for them as heads of households. In addition, they re-
port that teachers respect them. Their children seem to appreciate what
their fathers have done for them rather than taking them for granted, as
is frequently reported by mothers in similar circumstances.

Single-parent fathers are faced with many of the same adjustments as
mothers. Time is at a premium. Costs of child care can strain the
budget; arranging dates can be difficult; and feelings of loneliness are
common.



The major role adjustments faced by single-parent fathers relate to
home management and child care, while mothers' adjustmert relate
more to re-entering the employment market and balancing the budget.
Both have less time for parenting. For fathers, the crucial factor is
whether the father chooses to be the custodial parent. Fathers who free-
ly choose to be the head of the household generally adjust more readily.

15
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Adjustment Problems of Children
Experiencing Family Change

Adjusting to divorce and the resulting family change is a multidimen-
sional process for children. They cannot be protected from the pain of
divorce, but they can be helped to adjust to family change and to accept
the fact that the family will never be the same again. In some cases, the
animosity between a mother and father is so intense that their children
come to view the divorce with a sense of relief.

Children's primary sources of support come from their immediate
family and the school they attend. When divorce occurs, a child's sup-
port network of home, neighborhood, friends, and school is often
disrupted. Without the presence of unconditional love, guidance, and
help, children are ill-prepared to cope with change and loss. However, if
during the family change process there is a supportive relationship with
both parents and with close relatives and consistent discipline from the
custodial parent with a healthy environment for discussion and problem
uric ing, then a child will be much more likely to adjust to divorce.

The greatest trauma occurs in those families where one of the parents
does not want a divorce. If parents are so distraught emotionally as to
be unable to cope, then they should seek temporary surrogate parenting
help from friends, relatives, day-care staff, or teachers. They must ask
for help and must be assured that it is acceptable to ask for help. Teach-
ers are in a key position to know when help is needed. Following are
some indicators that should alert teachers to problems children face in
changing families.

Grul. A student may express grief in many different ways. Grieving
time can he long or short depending on the needs and experiences of a
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child. 1or some, grieving may have ended by the time a teacher becomes
aware that a family change has occurred. Yet Cie children must ex-
perience grief; it cannot he denied or it will resurface again and again.
Behavioral indicators during this period of mourning may include lack
of sleep, loneliness, greater need for reinforcement, increased depen-
dency, poor memory, confusion, guilt, anger, and bitterness. Some
students may exhibit all of these reactions, others none at all.

Frequent Illness. Complaints of stomachaches, headaches, and re-
quests to go to the school nurse's office are common symptoms. How-
ever, when these symptoms occur frequently, stress may be the real
cause.

Changes in Personal Habits. Changes in manner of dress, grooming
habits, work habits, and frequent tardiness are all indicators of prob-
lems at home.

Wide .tfood Swings. Crying for no apparent reason, unprovoked
spurts of anger, anxiety for no apparent cause, and sometimes unex-
plained euphoria are indicators related to the emotional confusion ex-
perienced because of family change.

Rote ( Itunges. Children sometimes assume new roles as a result of
family change. Three common role patterns are the placater, the ad-
juster, and the troublemaker. Whatever the role, in the mind of the
child it is an effort to get the family back together. The placater assumes
the role of holding the family together. He is often the "man of the
house." These children provide guidance and nurturing for siblings and
sometimes even the parent. They try to be perfect at home and school.
Because they are so good, teachers sometimes don't realize there is an
adjustment problem to deal with. The adjusters wil, do what is needed
to maintain a balance in their lives. If they are called on to be the clown,
they will do it. If they need to work hard, they will. And if they need to
seek negative attention, they will. The troublemaker is the child most
often associated with divorce. These children cope by seeking negative
attention because, in most instances, it is the only attention they receive.

Suggestions for Teachers
There are many supportive responses that a teacher can give children

experiencing problems with family change.

17
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..leltnow ledge the Pain. The younger children are, the more open
their expressions or grief and pain. Children may cry when something
happens that reminds them of the family change. Reassure these chil-
dren with a statement such as, "This must be painful for you," "You
must he hurting," "This is a lonely experience," "These are hard times
for you," or any other message that establishes a bond of understanding
between teacher and child.

Deal with Denial. The older children are, the less likely they are to
admit emotional pain. Problems cannot be dealt with until they are
acknowledged. leachers can help adolescents acknowledge that they are
hurting when things are not going well in their changing family. Being a

teenager can itself be a lonely experience, but is even more lonely when
problems are denied.

Positive Affirmation. Children who are experiencing family change
often are "touchy" for no apparent reason. By being sensitive to their
reactions, a teacher can offer a hug, a pat, or an encouraging note to
affirm the student's validity. Such statements as "I'm glad you're in
school today," "Class isn't the same without you," and "You always
count with me," say to children that they are special.

Deal Directly with the himily Change Process. If you have personal-
ly experienced divorce as a child or adult, tell children what to expect in
an objective manner. You can say, "This was my experience" or "This is
what students usually go through." Let them know you can go into more
detail when they are ready for more information. If a student is sad,
confused, or tearful, they need to know that this is normal behavior and
that these feelings will pass. By being aware of some of the stress that
normally conies with family change, students can learn to deal with such
stress

Universal teelms. Children who are experiencing family change
often feel that no one understands what they are experiencing or how
they feel. A teacher can let students know that others care about them
and that others have experienced many of the same feelings. Reading a

short story about family change can stimulate valuable informal discus-
.1,in among students. Such stories also provide an opportunity to in-
troduce vocabulary relating to family change, such as divorce, custody,
and isitat ion. Stories about children in single-parent homes and life in

18



changing families should be available in all classrooms (see "Books for
Children" in Resources). By acknowledging changing families in the
classroom through reading assignments or voluntary reading, children
will soon realize that a changing family is something that can be talked
about. At the secondary level teachers can provide networking among
students who have recently experienced family change, thus building
rapport among a student group facing common problems.

Giving Advice. Teachers are prone to give a student advice when the
student is not necessarily wanting advice but rather it wanting somebody
to listen. Giving advice implies to students that there is a clear-cut
answer. They hear "I'm going to handle it for you." As a result they feel
less competent to deal with the problem. Emotionally, a student may be
unable to do what has been advised. Thus it is usually better to listen
than to give ad ice. Being a good listener establishes a level of trust with
a student. If a teacher violates that trust through faculty lounge gossip,
that trust is betrayed. One negative experience for a student whose trust
is iolated can shut the doors to further communication.

leacher Evwctutions, When facing family change, children need
consistent discipline and dear ewectations. A sensitive teacher will
balance the demands of the classroom with the emotional stress ex-
hibited by a Student. Flowerer, teachers should avoid coddling these
children to the extent that they become labeled "teacher's pet" by other
children in the class.

What the teacher can do is provide direction in solving problems.
Depending on the needs of a particular student, the teacher may offer
such continents as: "Vhese choices are available to you." "That's a good
choice." "You're a good person." "Lots of people go through this, but
you're doing a super job." Such statements affirm the student.; ability to
solve problems.

If a student actively seeks personal involvement from the teacher, or
it the teacher feels the student is becoming too dependent, a referral to
the school social worker or counselor might be necessary.

Avoiding Stigma. Children of family change often carry a stigma.
Children may not recognize the word stigma, but they feel it when a
relative or neighbor cmments that divorce is a disgrace or that no one
in their tatmIN has ever been divorced before. Schools also contribute to
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the stigma when they sponsor father-son or mother-daughter banquets
wit nom gik iug any consideration to the fact that a student may not have
a father or mother liking at home. It a community persists in holding
such events, a teacher can suggest to the student that alternative guests
he incited, such as an older sibling, a relative, or adult friend. Stigma is
also imposed when all children are assigned to make Mother's Day and
Father's Day cards or when the text and photos in reading materials
always refer to the stereotypical two-parent family. Teachers can
counter such practices with factual information about other family
forms. The concept to get across is that a family is complete if all
members lose each other and share each other's triumphs and heart-
breaks, regardless of the family composition. It is therapeutic for
children to know they are not in a minority.

Communicating, with Parents. When a teacher -is aware of family
change that has an effect on a student's behavior, she can invite the
parent to visit before or after school hours or even make a home visit.
Such face-to-face communication provides much more helpful informa-
tion than a phone call. This communication link lets the family know
that the teacher cares and provides an opportunity to let the parent
know of some of the community and school resources available to help
the student adjust to the new family situation. After-school activities,
youth groups, Big Brothers-Big Sisters, Boys Club, Girls Club, YMCA,
YWCA, day camp, scholarships for enrichment activities, food stamp
requirements, and neighborhood child care are all services that a parent
may not he aware of because they were not needed previously.

This is also an opportunity to suggest to parents that their children
become active in some community service project after school or on
weekends. Participation in such fund-raising activities as walk-a-thons,
bikeahons, or read-a-thous serves community causes and gye.s
students something worthwhile to do. For older students, serving as vol-
unteers for senior citi/en homes or for organizations serving the handi-
capped gi es them a sense of self-esteem while also providing valuable
sen ice to others.

Another form of communication to parents is through their children.
Single patents do not have someone to remind their children to he
thoughtful of them on holidays and birthdays. Teachers can suggest

20



ways for children to let their parents know they care: writing a letter or
poem, baking brownies, doing something around the house or yard that
is not usually done. And don't forget the non-custodial parent; they,
too, need to be remembered on birthdays, holidays, and special occa-
sions.

Suggestions for School Administrators
America's changing families present many challenges to school ad-

ministrators. Frequently they find themselves confronted with situations
in which decisions have to be made without clearly defined policies or
procedures. Such decisions often involve legal matters related to student
records, parental rights, and residence requirements. School ad-
ministrators can play a key role in developing sound school policy for
changing families and in developing awareness in both their staffs and
their communities about the needs of changing families. Following are
some suggestions for administrators on a number of issues related to
changing families.

Inservice Program on Changing Families. At either the building level
or district level, a well-planned inservice program can build awareness
among the staff and provide them with the knowledge and resources
they will need to deal with the problems of family change. This fastback
could serve as one resource for such an inservice program. Also, person-
nel from community social agencies serving families in need would be
good resources. Topics in the program might include: demographic data
on changing families both national and local, the family change process,
a ro.iew of children's developmental needs, and school and community
support services for children and families.

Child Abuse Policy. Child abuse, both physical and sexual, is in-
creasingly a factor in the breakup of families. Teachers are often the
first to detect evidence of suspected child abuse, which, by law, must be
reported in all states. Administrators should see that their schools nave a
written policy on reporting suspected child abuse. This topic, however
unpleasant, should also be included in the inservice program (see
fastback 172 The School's Role in the Prevention of Child Abuse).

Counseling Referrals. Most communities have agencies that offer
counseling to parents, their children, or even the entire family. Fees are

21
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based on a slidiag scale according to ability to pay or are free in some
cases. Administrator, should become familiar with the services of these
agencies in order to inform teachers and other staff who make referrals
when the family change problems of children are beyond the scope of
the school's counseling services.

Adjudicating School Boundary Violations. Administrators often
have to decide whether to allow children to remain in or return to their
school when, as a result of family change, they no longer reside within
the school attendance boundaries. Often during the initial period of
separation or divorce, a child will live temporarily with a relative. Or a
parent who is forced to move out of the school attendance area will not
tell school officials and will drive across town in order not to disrupt the
child from the stability that the school has provided. Each case of atten-
dance area violation requires individual consideration. It is not always
easy for the school administrator to ferret out all the facts when parents
are deceptive; but by maintaining some flexibility, the administrator can
offer a parent a boundary waiver if it is in the best interest of the child.

Protecting School Records. Schools must be careful not to breach
the confidentiality of student records. Many states provide legal
guidelines regarding student privacy and confidentiality. In addition, the
federal Family Education Rights and Privacy Act gives parents access to
their child's school records. In cases of joint custody, the administrator
must be prepared to deal with each parent separately when they request
reports of student grades, test scores, psychological evaluations, etc.

Providing Supplementary Student Services. School administrators
can offer support to families that are in need of special services because
of their changed status. Families with financial problems should be in-
formed that school lunches are provided by federal funds if their income
falls below a certain level. Many schools have some discretionary funds
to pay for activity fees and supply expenses for indigent students. An
open gym after school could provide a supervised ar :vity for students
of single parents who work. A school-sponsored annua: clothing ex-
change would attract all families but would be especially helpful for
those with lower incomes.

Providing Sources of Child Care. Finding reliable child care is a ma-
jor concern of single-parent families. The school could help by pro-
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siding a list of sitters in the neighborhood. To avoid liability, the school
should make clear that it is not recommending these individuals; rather,
it is simply a list 01 persons who have expressed an interest in child care.
If the school does not provide its own activity program after school
hours, the PTA might arrange with a nearby agency (usually a church)
to proside after-school day care until parents are able to return from
work.

School Secretaries. School secretaries can be a real asset to the school

administrator when dealing with changing families. They are usually the
first person in the school a parent has contact with when registering a
child. An alert secretary, for example, can let a teacher know that John
Jones and Sue Smith are siblings. They are also usually the first to know
when there are any changes in family status, which could affect how the
school responds to problems a child may have. Or the secretary might
notice that a family has moved several times during the school year. This
could be important information for the child's teacher. The school ad-
ministrator should look to the school secretary as a prime source of in-
formation about families in the school.
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gal Issues in the Family Change Process

My son was 17, an honor student in his senior year of high
school. On the day our divorce was final, he asked, "Does this
mean 1W he adopted or will 1 go to an orphanage?" He was
.serwits.

A recently divorced mother

The history of child custody dates back to Roman Law when the child
was considered to be the physical property of the father and was to be
provided for by him. If the father was deprived of the child, he was also
absolved of any responsibility for child support. The Talfourds Act of
1839 in Great Britain broke the paternal preference tradition. At this
time the "tender years presumption" was made legal and gave the court
the power to decide the custody of children who were under seven years
of age.

Maternal preference in child custody cases is a relatively recent
development. In 18",0 in the case of Hart v. !tart the court found that
the mother was the best suited for the psychological care of the child,
but it was not until 1900 that child support was granted for the child in
maternal custody.. The case of Findlay v. Findlay in 1925 established
guidelines for custody based on "the best interests of the child." With
this judicial precedent, a girl's custody was usually granted to the
mother and a boy's custody was awarded to the father if the boy was
met .even years old. In practice, the boy did not usually go to live with
the father. (Children 12 years old and up are often allowed to state their
parental preference.)

Currently, courts are moving away from maternal preference to a

more neutral application of the guidelines. The Uniform Divorce and
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Marriage Act provides legal guidelines for child custody decisions. It in-
clude, the following: I) access to litigation to modify custody is pro-
hibited for two years atet the issuance of the custody decree (in the
absence of serious harm to the child); 2) the court may appoint an at-
torney for the child in contested cases or in cases of concern for the best
interests of the child; and 3) the court may order a custody investiga-
tion. Nevertheless, eveo with the legal guidelines, courts face a difficult
task when trying to decide what is in the best interest of a child.

Both research and professional opinion support the position that
children of divorce should maintain a relationship with both parents.
However. there are problems in implementing this policy. When
children feel concern and love for both parents, it is difficult to think of
living apart from either of them. In custody cases where children are
asked to decide what is the best placement for them, they might not state
their true beliefs or may feel a responsibility to live with the parent who
net.ds them the most. Such decisions impose unnecessary guilt on
children.

In custody disputes the parent who is awarded custody generally
meets the following criteria: I) will encourage and allow flexible visita-
tion with the non-custodial parent; 2) will be better able to establish and
maintain ongoing relationships with the school, community, friends,
and relatk es of the child; and 3) will he better suited for dealing with
continued growth and development of the child. When custody is in
dispute, it should he resolved as soon as possible to avoid disrupting the
child's life.

Joins Custmb
Mil biggest frustration, after having been without the children

for three months, is to all ofa sudden become a parent overnight,
to change a lifestyle that is much different with the children.
When I don't have them, I stay at work longer, go play 7CqUel-
hull ut stA o'clock In the morning these are things I can't do
now.

A man in his thirties
who has joint custody of his
two elementary school daughtccs
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Joint custody is an alternative custody arrangement that gives
children access to both parents. Practically, it means the child maintains
a residence in both the mother's and the father's home. Legally, it means
that both parents share in the rearing of their child.

Although joint custody is coming to be viewed favorably by the
courts, there are potential problems in the arrangement that can affect
the behavior in school. Living in two different homes can be
disruptive for a child. A child bounced from parent to parent can
become a pawn when the parents do not get along. The remarriage of
one or both parents can drastically alter the emotional climate in a joint
custody arrangement because of the influence of an additional adult.
For joint custody to work, parents must separate past marital conflicts
from their parental responsibilities and have a mutual concern for the
welfare of the child.

In theory, joint custody is a good option for children; in reality, few
parents are cooperative enough to make it a healthy living arrangement
for their children.

Visitation Rights
Children who are able to have an on-going relationship with the non-

custodial parent usually make a better adjustment to family change. Yet
visitation can be a source of continuing conflict between former
spouses, which in turn affects the emotional stability of the child at
home and at school.

The divorce settlement may state the conditions for visitation, but in
practice the frequency and length of the visitation usually is controlled
by the custodial parent. An embittered parent may prevent the ex-
spouse from seeing the child by not being home when the visit is

scheduled or by making a long-distance move. Or the non-custodial
parent may fail to show up for the visitation or may overindulge the
child with gifts or special treats to compensate for being the absent
parent. With any of the above actions, the child is the ultimate loser.

For the best interests of the child, visitations should be consistent,
holier they are every week or every month. Visitations should not be

used by either parent as a time for finding fault with each other or for
expressing bitterness about past events. The visitation should be time
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spent together in activities that do not depart too much from the normal
routine.

Child Support

The reason that I don't want child support or alimony is I don't
want him or anyoh? else to think that I need him. It's rough at
times, but I do feel that I can make it on my own.

A young mother of two boys

With divorce, it is common for the custodial parent's income to
decrease by more than half. This can drastically affect the family's stan-
dard of living, sometimes requiring a move to cheaper housing and
other adjustments. The non-custodial parent in most states is required
to give up to, but not more than, one-third of his or her income for child
support. A typical child support order is for $100 to $150 per child a
month and is non-taxable. As of January 1985, the custodial parent can
claim each child as a tax deduction unless otherwise stated in the divorce
agreement.

Noncompliance vith child support obligations is a serious social
problem. Nationally, more than half of child support orders are not
obeyed. While child support can be garnished from wages, and federal
law now permits collection of overdue payments from income tax re-
funds, these recourses are slow and often impossible to implement.

With or without child support, most families of divorce must learn to
cope with a substantial reduction in income.
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Adjustment Problems of Children Relating to
Legal Issues in the Family Change Process

Teachers should be alert to children's and parents' behavior that
might indicate problems stemming from visitation, custody, or other
legal issues in the family change process. This section wilt identify some
of the behaviors and offer suggestions for teachers and administrators.

&cite/trent. Children frequently exhibit an unusual degree of excite-
ment as the visitation day of the non-custodial parent approaches,
especially if there has been a long gap since the last visit. Sometimes this
excitement is expressed by inattentiveness to school work.

Abrupt Mood Change. On returning from a visit to the non-
custodial home, children may exhibit mood swings. A teacher is not
likely to learn the reasons for this behavior, but it is most apparent in
the week following visitation. Such mood chances usually subside
quickly as children return to their normal routine.

Absence. A prolonged absence could indicate that a child has gone to
Use with the other parent without the school being told, or that the child
has been kidnapped after a visitation.

Parental Intrusion. Wh the non-custodial parent contacts the
school to ask about his/her rights, it might be an indication that the
custodial parent is failing to communicate with the for.ner spouse about
the child's progress or that the needs of the child are not being met.

Manipulation. Children soon realize they can play one parent against
the other in order to gain their way. Love, gifts, trips, and parenting
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practices are all fair game. Success with such tactics at home may
prompt children to try similar tactics at school.

Suggestions for Teachers
.4 void Taking Sides. A teacher usually does not know all of the fac-

tors involved in a child's family change. While it may appear that one
parent is clearly in the wrong, a teacher should never criticize that parent
in front of the child or in any way suggest that the parent is unfit.

Parent C'onferences. If all parties are agreeable, consider scheduling
a conference with both the custodial and non-custodial parent to discuss
what the school can do to help the child adjust to the changing family
circumstances.. joint conference is preferable since information can be
given to both parents at the same time and cannot be misconstrued. If a
joint conference would be too stressful for the parents, invite them to
separate conferences. Regardless of the circumstances of the divonce,
the conference should convey to the parents that the school wants to
support the child during the adjustment period.

..Ititterpute Visitation. Especially for younger children, the transition
from one home to another after visitation can be a difficult period. If
teachers are aware of visitation schedules, they can be supportive of the
child during these transition periods.

Alaintuin N'onjudgmental Attitude. Sometimes a child will tell a
teacher information that the teacher would rather not hear. To offer a
judgment or to express shock or disapproval may shake the child's trust
in the teacher. Unless it is an incident of child abuse, the teacher's role
should he one of a sympathetic listener.

Changing Restdence. For a variety of reasons, some children, when
they reach their teen years, decide they want to change residence and live
with their other parent. With such a change the student must adjust to
new and different parental expectations and face the loss of a familiar
home en% ironment and friends. Sometimes these students seek the ad-
% ice of a trusted teacher about the change. In such situations the teacher
can make the student aware of the adjustments and counsel them to
keep their options open in case they want to return to their original
home.

Child's ,%lanipulution. Teachers are often aware of a child manipu-
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lacing his or her parents after divorce. This is difficult to call to a parent's
attention directly. Hut if the parent seeks advice about general behavior
problems, the teacher can steer the discussion to this specific problem
and assist the parent by suggesting ways to cope.

Writing Assignments. A creative writing assignment on the positive
attributes of their parents can be particularly helpful to students in this
process of family change. Such an assignment helps students to clarify
the role of the custodial and non-custodial parent and provides an op-
portunity to share different viewpoints and values.

Suggestions for Administrators

Administrators must deal with several legal issues relating to chang-
ing families, such as who has legal power to sign papers, release students
from school, and meet medical emergencies. Following are some ad-
ministrative policies to consider with regard to children of family
change.

Releasing Children. Children should not be released from school to
the non-custodial parent without the permission of the custodial parent.
This can he considered kidnapping. Actually, kidnapping is more likely
in the cases of joint custody, where the child can be released to either
parent. There have been cases where one parent in a joint custody ar-
rangement has taken the child from school and pirated them to another
state.

Student Records. Non-custodial parents may view student records
without the permission of the custodial parent. They may also request
and receive a copy of their child's report card.

Visitation. Non-custodial parents may seek and receive permission to
visit a child on schoo' property. In some cases it may be the only place
they are allowed to visit with their child. Problems arise if a child refuses
to see the parent or if a court order prevents the parent access. In such
cases it might be best to seek an opinion from the school district's
attorney.
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Step-Parenting

want him to love my children as if they were his own, but
find it impossible to have the same kind of love for his children.

A stepmother

Today more than one-third of U.S. families are step-families. A
viable step-family requires not only the successful adjustment of both
spouses !Jut also the adjustment of the children to the reconstituted
family. And with the reconstituted family comes a network of new
relatives.

The entrance of a step-parent into a previously single-parent family
imposes new adjustments on children. Children now have to respond to
the expectations of two adults, who may have different views of their
parental roles. For example, a step-parent might spank a child for mis-
behaving, whereas the natural parent has always used verbal rep-
rimands. Generally, the older children are, the greater their resistance to
any new rules a step-parent may try to establish.

Children in a single-parent family tend to form a close bond with the
custodial parent. With remarriage, a common occurrence when a dis-
agreement arises is to see the original family band together to resist the
demands of a step-parent. In a remarriage, the children may fear the in-
trusion of a step-parent. The fear of losing a close relationship with a
single parent to another adult is real. Children must be reassured that
their physical and emotional needs will continue to be met by their
natur?! parent.

Another factor to consider is that step-siblings can change the birth
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order when families are combined. An only child may become one of
three children, or the oldest child may become the youngest. When
children are combined in a stepfamily, new role definitions and ter-
ritorial adjustments must be made. Generally, step-siblings report
positise relationships. A step-sibling can be a great playmate, friend, or
someone to look up to.

Individuals who remarry are highly motivated to make the marriage
work. However, they often are reluctant to seek outside help for the ad-
justment problems that commonly create stress in the marriage. Studies
show those step-families most likely to be successful are made up of
younger parents, with children under 13, and never-before-married
stepfathers. Never-before-married females are least likely to establish a
successful step-parenting relationship. Also, when a single-parent fami-
ly results from a death rather than divorce, there tends to be better ad-
justment with a step-parent.
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Adjustment Problems to Step-Parenting

This section includes some indicators of children's behavior as they
adjust to step-parenting and some suggestions for teachers and ad-
ministrators.

Rejection. With the establishment of a step-family, some older
children feel rejected because of their natural parent's attention to the
new spouse and new younger step-siblings. Sometimes this rejection is
real because the children are neglected. In such cases the child may re-
quest to live with the non-custodial parent or may run away.

Rivalry. Children may compete with the step-parent for the attention
of the natural parent. Or they may resent the step-parent because of the
loss of authority they had gained in the single-parent family.

Rebellion. When a step-parent enters the family, children may rebel
against the imposition of new family rules. One common ploy is threat-
ening to go to live with the non-custodial parent.

Ince.st. The most prevalent type of incest is between stepfathers and
stepdaughters Girls may fear reporting incest because of fear of
reprisals by the stepfather or of fear of causing another divorce and
making their natural mother unhappy.

Role Ambivalence. Sonic mothers, in their attempts to create a
wholesome family atmosphere, want a stepfather to be called "Dad," or
will try to get children to use his surname rather than their legal name.
Children might feel this is being disloyal to their natural father.

Step-Sibling Disruption. Visits by nonresident step-siblings can cause
disruptions in the normal family routine, causing jealousy and bickering
within the %t ep- family .
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Suggestions for Teachers

Reu.ssurunce. Many of the same grief feelings children experienced at
the time of separation-divorce may reoccur when they face the reality of
the remarriage of the custodial parent. Parents may not acknowledge
these feelings in their children because they are happy about the pros-
pects of their new marriage. Teachers can help children by reassuring
them that it is normal to have these feelings and that it will take time for
a step-family to blend into a cohesive unit like the former family.
Children can also be counseled about differences in expectations be-
tween their natural parent and step-parent and about changes in family
financial practices and activities.

Incest. Suspicion of incest is required by law to be reported in most
states. The same criteria regarding confidentiality apply for the report-
ing of incest as for child abuse.

Resources. When problems become apparent in a step-family, a

teacher might suggest community resources that can help. Family coun-
seling agencies, workshops on step-parenting, and such organizations as

tough Love that deal with hard-to-handle youths are examples.

Suggestions for Administrators

Legal Name. Children may unofficially use the name of a step-
parent; but official documents, such as a diploma, should carry the legal
name of the student. A non-custodial parent who is paying child sup-
port can bring suit against the school to require that the child's legal
naniii.be used on all school documents. For younger children for whom
there is no child support and no contact with the father, the step-parent
may wish to consider adoption proceedings, which would change the
child's name legally.

Schoo/ Directory. When the parent has a different last name than the
child, it is helpful if the listing in the school directory carries the child's
legal name first, followed by the step-parent's name in parentheses
John Smith (Jones). This practice is particularly helpful for elementary
students since the school directory is used by room mothers, scout
leaders, and others to contact the parents. Thus both the parent and the
child can be addressed by their proper name.
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Conclusion

When my Dad came to school the kids all asked if I had two
mothers. 1 said 1 was lucky, 1 had two mothers and two fathers.
That way 1 get lots of attention.

A first-grade girl

Children experiencing family change undergo a complex process in-
volving legal, social, economic, and psychological issues. Teachers
have, and will continue to have, children in their classrooms who are at
different stags of this process, and each child will react differently.
Regardless of one's personal feelings about family change, there are no
clear-cut answers as to whether the change is good or bad for the child.
None of us knows what a child's life would have been like had separa-
tion, divorce, single-parenting, or step-parenting not occurred.

What teachers and administrators can do is become familiar with the
process of family change, be aware of children's behavior that results
from family change, and be prepared to assist the child in adjusting to
the changed life situation. That is the purpose of this fastback.
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Resources

16mm Films

Amy and the Angel. 46 minutes, for junior high school to adult. (1982)
This film tells the story of a girl who considers suicide because of her parents'
divorce and problems in her social life. It shows her gaining in self-esteem
and new perspectives as she learns to solve her problems.
learning Corporation of America, 1350 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10019.

Divorce. 16 minutes, for grade 4 to adult. (1981)
Case studies are used to examine the impact of divorce on both children and
adults. Problems, adjustments, and critical issues of divorce are examined.
Modern Learning Division, Ward's Natural Science, P.O. Box 1712,
Rochester, NY 14603.

Divorce A Teenage Perspective. 15 minutes, for junior high school to adult.
(1983)

This film shows that teenagers need to develop an understanding of divorce in
order to deal with their own relationships, values, and expectations for mar-
riage.

MT1 Telcprograms, 3710 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, IL 60062.

Divorce And Other Monsters. 22 minutes, for elementary grades. (1981)
A young girl finds out that her parents' divorce is not her fault. She cannot
make her parents love each other no matter how hard she tries.
Barr Films, 3490 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena, CA 91107.

Divorce For Better or for Worse. 49 minutes, for high school to adult. (1976)
This film examines some of the consequences of the increasing divorce rate,
including counseling, poor legal advice, casual sex, heavy emotional and
financial tolls, and the growing number of displaced homemakers.
McGraw-Hill Films, 674 Via De La Valle, P.O. Box 641, Del Mar, CA 92014.
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Divorce and Young People. 18 minutes, for grades 4 to 9. (n.d.)
this Mtn discusser coping with sorrow and emphasizes that communication
is essential in families where divorce is imminent. It points out that divorce is
not the end of a family but the regrouping of the family.
Perennial Education, 930 Pitner, Evanston, IL 60202.

The Empty Chair. 20 minutes, for grade 4 to adult. (1981)
this film deals with a Jewish mother's conflicts when celebrating her first
Passover Seder after her divorce.
National Jewish Welfare Board. 15 East 26th St., New York, NY 10010.

Home Sweet lionie: Aids Talk About Joint Custody. 20 minutes, for grade 4 to
adult (1983)

Eke children. ages 8 to 12, talk about the adjustments required by joint
custody and their preference for it.
Filmmakers Library, 133 East 58th St., Suite 703 A, New York, NY 10022.

Ihnnecomin'. 28 minutes. for high school to adult. (1980)
A black couple works at maintaining communication after divorce for their
child's psychological and emotional growth.
Phoenix/ BFA Films and Video, 468 Park Ave. South, New York, NY 10016.

Jenny Aoo koo. 25 minutes. for elementary grades. (1982)
two girls become friends and discover that both have lost their Fathers. One
father has died and the other left after a divorce.
Beacon Films, P.O. Box 575. 1250 Washington St., Norwood, MA 02062.

Just Like Me. 26 minutes. for elementary school to junior high. (1980)
Nicholas must accept the divorce of his parents and the remarriage of his
mother. He discosers that other children also must make similar ad-
justment,.
I ucerne Films, 37 Ground Pine Rd., Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

The mananos. 9 minutes. for high school to adult. (1976)
!his hlm examine% a hitter custody battle for three children.
Films Incorporated, 733 Green Bay Rd., Wilmette, IL 60091.

Me and burl's New Wife. 33 minutes, for elementary grades. (1976)
A sesenth grade girl discosers that her new math reacher is also her father's
new site. Her feelings about her parents' divorce are examined.

ime-Life Films, 1(X) Eisenhower Dr., P.O. Box 644, Paramus, NJ 07652.

Ms father Sun Sun Johnson. 28 minutes, for grades 4 to 9. (1977)
%ming Jamaican boy tries to adjust to his parents' dis orLe and his father's

remarriage.
1 earning ( orporation of America, 1350 A,enue of the Americas, New York,
NY 1(X)19.
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?vanes- and filer Friends. 16 minutes, for college students and adults. (1977)
This film follows the lives of three divorced women who gave up custody of
their children.
Dave Vierra and Associates. 2333 Yale Blvd., Springfield, II. 62703.

Pick Me Up at Peggy's Cove. 25 minutes, for grades 4 to 9. (1982)
A boy intentionally gets into trouble in the hope of reuniting his parents.
Beacon Films, P.O. Box 575, 1250 Washington St., Norwood, MA 02062.

Princess. 15 minutes, for junior high school to adult. (n.d.)
This film examines the unhappiness a girl feels as a result of her parents'
divorce and hov, her life is strengthened as time passes.
McGraw-Hill Films, 674 Via De La Valle, P.O. Box 641, Del Mar, CA 92014.

Say Goodbye Again: Children of Divorce. 26 minutes, for college students.
(19811

This tilni analves the impact of divorce on three families with children of
different ages.

MTI Teleprograms, 3710 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, IL 60062.

.Separation. 30 minutes, for college students and adults. (1981)
I his film examines different types of separation experiences, including
divorce. that are faced by children. k suggests strategies that parents can use
to help their children cope with the anxieties caused by separation.
finis Incorporated. 733 Green Bay Rd., Wilmette, IL 60091.

The .Single Parent I amity. 42 minutes, for grade 4 to adult. (1981)
his film examines the problems and issues that children and their parents

must deal with atter a divorce.
C emu ron Educational hilms, Coronet Films, 65 E. South Water St., Chicago,
II 60601.

Veppareniing. Nett 'cumin's, Old Ties. 25 minutes, for high school to adult.
119771

This hlm focuses on the problems of being a step-parent and the ways in
which families deal with these problems.
Polv morph films. 118 South St., Boston, MA 02115.

Siepparenting issues. 20 minutes, for college students. (n. d.)
I hirteen vignettes are used to illustrate the challenges faced by step-parents.
N I I l I eleprograms. 3710 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, II. 60062.

.Srp the If arid. Maggie Wants io Ger gif. 30 minutes, for junior high to adult.
I9S

I eeling guilty because she assumes that she is responsible for her parents'
divorce. Nlaggie runs into the street and is hit by a car. While she is recover-
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ing, her friends, family, and counselor help Maggie to realize that the divorce
was not her fault.
Mil releprograms. 3710 Commercial Ave., Northbrook, IL 60062.

The Way It Is. Black and White. 30 minutes, for grade 4 to adult. (1983)
This film examines the ways in which a 12-year-old girl deals with her parents'
disorce.
Churchill Minis, 662 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069.

Filmstrips

Coping with Family Changes. 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes, and a guide; for teenagers.
These filmstrips examine the changing roles of single-parent families and the
complexities faced by step-parents and blended families. No. 441-NM.
Sunburst, 39 Washington Abe., Pleasantville, NY 10570.

Living with Trouble: Crisis in the Family. 3 filmstrips, 3 cassettes, and a guide;
for teenagers.

These filmstrips examine the problems of three families: one in which a
parent is an alcoholic, one in which a parent abuses the child, and one in
which the parents' marriage is breaking up. Good suggestions are offered for
dealing with these difficult problems. No. 2014-NM,
Sunburst, 39 Washington Ave., Pleasantville, NY 10570.

,30 Mother and father Are Getting Divorced. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes, and a
guide: for grades 5 to 9.
These filmstrips examine the effects of divorce on children and offer sugges-
tions for soloing problems during the initial stage of divorce. No, 2002-NM.
Sunburst, 39 Washington Abe., Pleasantville, NY 10570.

Surviving Your Parents* Divorce: A Teenager's Guide. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes,
and a guide; for teenagers.
Six young people discuss their parents' divorces. No. 441 -NF.
Sunburst, 39 Washington Ave., Pleasantville, NY 10570.

Single Parents: Coping Alone. filmstrip, cassette, and guide; for teenagers.
This filmstrip examines the special concerns, problems, and joys of the single
parent. N. CA128C-85.
Current Affairs, Dept, 85, 10,000 Culver Blvd., P.O. Box 802, Culver City,
CA 90232-0802.

Duddy Doesn't Live Here .4nyniore. 4 filmstrips, 4 cassettes, and a guide; for
teenagers.

hese filmstrips discuss the stresses that unexpected role changes bring to
parents and children. Human Relations Media No. FIRM-741.
leaching Aids Incorporated, P.O. Box 1798, Costa Mesa, CA 92628-0798.
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My Parents Are Getting Divorced. 2 filmstrips, 2 cassettes, and a guide; for
teenagers.
these filmstrips examine the reasons for the high divorce rate. Human Rela-
tions Media No. /IRM-6114.
Teaching Aids Incorporated, P.O. Box 1798, Costa Mesa, CA 92628-0798.

for a comprehensive list of films and filmstrips about family change, write to:
NICEM, P.O. Box 40130. Albuquerque, NM 87196.

Books for Parents

There are many self help bos,ks available for families who are experiencing
change, and more hooks are published each year. These books listed below cover
the broad range of family changes well.

Atlas, Stephen. Single Parenting: A Practical Resource Guide. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1981.
A hook that deals with the realities of single parenting.

Colgrove. Melba; Bloomfield, Harold; and McWilliams, Peter. How to Survive
the loss oj a love. New York: Bantam, 1976.
A hook on all kinds of loss that will help an individual to become active
again.

fisher, Bruce, Rebuilding: When Your Relationship Ends. San Ramon, Calif.:
Impact Publishing, 1981.
Discusses the separation divorce process in a constructive manner.

( iardner. Richard A. 11w Boys and Girls Book About Divorce. New York: Ban-
tam. 1971.
A helptul hook for children when discussing divorce.

Gardner, Richard A. The Parents Book Abour Divorce. New York: Bantam,
1977.

A helpful hook for parents when discussing disorce with children.

Gardner, Richard A. the Boys aml Girls Book .4 bout One-Parent families. New
York: Bantam, 1983.

hook for parents and children from grades 3 to 9. Discusses the realities of
lite in a oneporent

Orollman, Earl. ta,laig About Divoie. Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press, 1975.
A well illustrated book about fecliags and divorce fc:r young children to
share with parents.

kasserola, Irene. Purim:: lr All together. New York: Warner, 1973.
for parents who are not getting :Jong aod may be thinking about divorce.



Roles, Eric. lavweather .Street School Unit The kids Bum( About Divorce.
New York: Random House, 1981.
By, for, and about kids

Roosekelt, Ruth, and Iota., Jeanette. Living in Step. New York: MairawHill,
1977.

Deals with the realities of remarriage and the complex family ties that step-
families must handle.

U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, and National Institute of Mental
Health. )'ours, Mine & Ours: Tips for Stepparents. Dilt.114" Publication No.
(ADM) 78.676. Washington, D..: U.S. Cokernment Printing Office, 1978.

Visher, Emily B., and Visher, John S. flow to Win as a Step Mind. New York:
Bembner Hooks, 1982.
A positke hook that gikes helpful suggestions for building a good relation-
ship in a new step - family.

BOOM to Ile 1p Children Cope with Separation and Lust. New York: R.R.
Bow ker, (updated regularly).
Annotated lists of titles under death, dikorce, etc. Age Ic%el, reading lekel,
and interest le%el are prokided.

Books for Children

I he annotations for the hooks listed below were prepared by Barbara Chat-
ton, College of Ldutation, Unikersity of Wyoming. 1 aramie. Wyoming.

limAs /or )(nine Children

Berger. f errs. / /tem/ (*an Help. (6-11). Milwaukee: kamtree Publishers,
1974.
A photograph!, essay about the role friends can plan in talking about
dikoNe.

Bradley. . 1i here / A Is. ids Guide to Sielihrinthes. (4.6). Reading,

Mass.: Addison A% esle 1982.

I his hook answer, questions about stepfamilies.

Clifton. 111011e. tverett Andrsun% Year. (5-9), 1974. Some o/ the Das.% of
ereti Anderson. (59). 1970. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

these collections of simple poems show Ekerett Anderson's world losing

his mother and missing his father.

1 Kbler. largarei. Aldron's lather. (4.8). Chapel Hill, N.C.: I (Almon Power,
1971.

One 01 the sus tew hooks showing the father in custody of the child.
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Gott, Beth. Where is Daddy? The Story of Divorce. (4-8). Boston: Beacon Press,
1969.

lanes dear is frightened and contused when her parents separate but comes
to understand that they both still lose her.

Perry, Patricia, and Lynch, Marietta. Mommy and Daddy Are Divorced. (4-8).
Nev. York: L.P. Dutton, Dial Books for Young Readers, 1978.
A photographic story of a father's visits with his children stresses that he
loves them even though he doe, not see them every day.

Simon, Norma. All kinds o/ families. (5-7). Niles, Albert Whitman & Co.,
1976

A discussion of all types of families.

Sinherg, Janet. Divorce Is a Grown lip Problem. (4.7). Nev. York: Avon Books,
1978.

A very simple coloring hook discusses a child's feelings about divorce.

Sobel, Parnett. My Other Mother, Wy Other Father. (4.6). New York: Mac-
millan, 1979.
A photo essay on step-families.

Stein, Sara Bennett. On Divorce. (4.7). New York: Walker & Co., 1979.
An mtormational hook with large type text for a young child plus words for
parents on each page.

Books fur Middle and I iper Elementary Children

Adler. C.S. In Our 'louse God Is Ms Brother. (4.12). New York: Macmillan,
19811.

A good hook for all

Blume, lusts. It's Not the End of the It orld. (8-12). New York: Bantam, 1977.
Tracks a I dimly through the initial stages of divorce, citing Ciardner's book to
help explain the stages.

Burch, Robert. Ida Lark ('one's Over the Mountain. (9-12). New York: Avon,
1982.

Four motherless children learn about the real meaning of "family" from their
csuberant sitter

t ireen, Constance C. .4 Girl Called .4/. (10-14). New York: Dell, 1977.
Al lises with her mother, a busy career woman. but discovers her gifts
through her friendship with a neighbor girl, a teacher, and the building
maintenance man.

Min. \mina Faking .Side's. (1(1-14). New York: Random House, Pantheon,
1974.
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When her parents disorce, Nell wishes she and her brother could be split too,
and each could go with the best-losed parent.

LeShan, Lda. hat% Gomm to Happen to Me? When Parent, Separate in.
Divorce. (8-16). New York: Scholastic, 1978.
A dear discussion of common fears and anxieties that children may ex-
perience %hen parents separate.

Mann, Peggy. My Dad Lives in a Downtown Hotel. (7-10). New York: Double-
day, 1973.
Joey teels anger and guilt when his parents separate, but their losing accep-
tance of him helps him to adjust to his new circumstances.

Nostteld, Marcia. A Book for Jodan. New York: Atheneum, 1975.
Jodan and her mother mose to California, but her father's gift of a %pedal
book helps her to accept their separation.

Smith, Doris Buchanan. ktck a Stone Mine. (10-13). New York: Harper &
Ross, 1974.
Sara is a conipetinse tomboy trying to deal with a working mother, her
father's remarriage, and her awakening adolescence.

Igoolt% for )outIR .1(1'0%

Bridgers, Su. E Ilea Mime Beton, Durk. New York: Bantam, 1977.
Stella's search lor a place to belong and a sense of herself as her family
musses, her mottler clues, and her lather contemplates remarriage.

1 arras, Susan. \u Scarlet New York: As on, 1981.
Ihis book is primarily for females.

Hunt, Irene. 14 'Thum. New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1977.
An "alternate family" conics to accept both the strengths and weaknesses of

s members.

Kerr. // / You, Ain I blipped Forever? New York: Dell, 1973.
Alan attempts reconciliation with a father he has noer known.

Kerr I . 1% Drat You, .11r++ Blue? New York: Harper & Ross, 1975.
A soung girl turns to a teacher when she teels abandoned by her parents.

ken. %I.. / ore Is a .ilosing Pent'''. New York: Dell, 1975.
ttis attempts 10 cope with saran's aspects of lose and separation when her

rands sutlers upheasals.

Maier, liars. /h Dollar Wan. New York: Dell, 1974.
Marcus dasdreams about his longlost lather. This presents him from ap-
preciating his mother's strength and lose for him.
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Peck, Richard. lather Figure. New York: Viking, 1978.
Jim arts as a tat her figure for his younger brother until his mother dies and he
is confronted by his own relationship to the father they have hardly known.

Community Resources

Child Find
P.O. Box 277
New Pall,, New York

Contact this orgamiation if a parental kidnap is suspected..

Parents Anonymous
Nut 1 ine Telephone Number: 1-800-442.2824

T his resource will assist parents who fear they are losing control of their children
and will gm: them someone to talk to immediately.

American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
924 West Ninth Street
Upland, California 91786

Representans es 01 this organitation will conic to your group to offer training for
handling different types of youth problems.

Assmiation of I anvils Conciliation Courts
o No Unisersity Law Center

31(30 Southwest Ninth Avenue
Tort 1 audcrdale, Florida 13315

Pamphlets on s [oration. step parenting, and other topics are available.

Parents Without Partners
Check your local directory for the organitation closest to you.

New Beginnings

Nondenonunational support group for indisiduals who are experiencing or have
experienced do, orce. Under auspices of the Catholic. Church, it sponsors retreats
and actis ales for children and adults.
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